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ABSTRACT
a

This study investigates 'the images of equality
,

under the law present in two landmark Supreme Court rulings

on segregation1 Plessy v. Ferguson and Brown v. Board

of Education. Utilizing Pei.elman's concept of the."uni4ver-
i

4

.,;,,a1 Audience". as a method of analysis, the author concludes
. .

.

, f
that both decisions relied heavily on the prevailing beliefs

so

of reasonable persons about the social status or,the races%

Legal precedent and legislative history are found to be less

significant than the Couft's image Arealityin framing

,its opinions.

ft
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.THE SUPREME COURT 'AND. IMAGES OF EQUALITY:

ACOMPARISON OF PLESSY V,, _FERGUSON.

A AND BROWN V. "BOARD OF EDUCATION

N

On May 17, 1984, little attentionjwas paid to the -

-thirtieth anniversary of one of the most important rulings

ever handed down by the Supreme-Court, Brown v. Board of

Education. 1
In, announcing that "segregation is a denial

. of the equal protection of, the laws,"2 the Court "marked

the' turning p6int in 'America's willi*gess to face the

consequences ofigpnturieS of racial discrimispation
. .

0Altbough three decades after the historic decision, "most

black children still go to 'prfdominately black schools, "4

no one can deny that Atherica has come a lwag'way since the

days of Jim Crow. Perhaps no greater testimony exits to

this change thah,the nation's response to itsfirst major

.blaA presidential candidate, Jesse Jackson, 'Whey 'George

Wallace, who once stood nn the schoolhouse doock shares

a platform with Jesse Jackson, there is no doubt that

,,3

racial. attitudes have changed rataicafly since the days of

Brown. As Yale Kamisar.wrotet "Regardless of its practical,
4

tangible, direct effects .'the symbolic quality of the

decision was immeaburablet'ethe pbydlological dimensions of

America's race relations problems were completely recast':

the" indirect consequellces"awesome."5

1
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The,Browp decision has been the'SubjeCt of c'dnsiderable

legal and SOcial-criticism. Its critics have focused prim-' . 4
1*

arlly on "its oft-hapd dismissal of mountains of.legal 1nd
k

. historical research from both side's and . . , i t's pragmwtic-

.

,

(I'v

.

dependence on the present-dry results 4s
eparate schools. 6

. .
.

.1

,c0

Rhetorical scholars 'haw tended to Pocus oh the rhetoric of

the litigants in Brown, rather than on-the decision itself. 7

Dairid-Olsaker examines the rhetoric of Brdwn aS "paradigmatic

of the rhetoric of social protest," but his actual analysis

primarily concerns the oral arguments of the plaintiffs. 8
Ito

. 0

.Yet, S,preme CQurt decisions are themselves acts of symbolic
. . % t

.

inducement. As Don LeDuc points out, "legal principles
, t :

coritinuR.toevolve,in large part because cgtuets have the

'capacity toiuse each judicial opinidn not.simpe to tesolve,-

a controvetsy, but also to vommunicate\kontinually withy

audiences beyond those litigant, actually befcire th, court. 9.

The rhetorical nature of 'jtkcial opinions is emphasized

by Arotibald ax, wh*, writes) "[The] capacity of judge- .."1
- made. law to command, free assAtdepends upon the proposition

that the decisions of judges rest upon principles more

enduring than the wills of.individual judges . . .

. 10

Justke Frankfurter seemed particularly nconeerneqabOut
tit

rhetorical principles, when he wrote a memo to other members

of"the Court on May, 27, 1953, stating*. "I know not how

others feel, but for me the .ultimate crucial factor in the

problem presented by these cases is 'psychological- -the

-40
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adjustment of men's minds and ac4tions to the unfamiliar and

fillthe unpleasant. . . 'The Court's audience is as broad

as society as a whole, as Justice Brendan explains:

"These opinions are the exposition, not just to lawyers,

legal scholars and other judges, but to our whole society,

of the bases upon which a particular result rests--why a

problem, lookedat as disinterestedly and dispassionately as

nine human beings trained in a tradition of the disinterested

and dispassionate,approach can look at it, is answered as it

"12
is. +hus,"a Supreme Court decisiOnsA rhetorical effoft

to gain the assent of our whole society oh the basis of

enduring principles.

The grieraf and abstract nature of the Court's audience

requires an appropriate conceptual tool for analysis. Chaim

Perelman's notion of the universal audience, drawn, from the
0

jurisprudential model, provides such a tool. Perelman writes

of the universal audience:

The appeal to reason'is;but an attempt to convince
ot

the members of this audience--whom common sense would

define as well- informed and reasonable men--by addressing

_them. . ". It is. this audienceil with its convictions and
..

aspirations, that the philpsopher wants to convince

starting with' postulates and using arguments which he

thinks will be acceptable to every one of its members.

To achieve his end, the philopher must Use a rational

argumentation 'Valid for the whole of the human

community4
13
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Perellim also acknowledges that "the idea of a rationalN , ..
.

ariumentation cannot %e defined in abstracto, .since it .':-depends on the historically grounded conception of the.,,,,

.14universal audience. It is this conception--or image--ik

of-tliCuniversal audience that provides the key to understand-'rr
.

0.
t .

ing ttmCdurt's rulings on .segregation, because as,.
..

Kenneth Boulding points out, "behavrbr depends on the image;.15
'rThe Court's image of its audience, therefoee, includes the

,

postulates it assumes are accepted by "well-informed andV
reasonable men," who constitute the "universal audience"

.at any given moment in history.

The historical nature of the image of the universal

audience is exemplified by a comparison of- the opinion

in Brown with the opinion it overruled, Plessy v, Fergus4P.

written in 1896. Since argument directed toward the univer±

sal audience'must proceed on the basis of postulates accepted'
by. that audience, the "givens" underlying the Court's opinions
inform us about the Courys imanof the universa* audience.
My thesis is that changes in the image of social reality
will alter the nature of these postulates and, hence, the
nature of judicial argumentation. Despite the desire by
some that the supreme Court should stand above historical

1

circumstance, it is impossible for this to occur. As Justice
Bilrton pointed out during oral arguments on Brown, "the

Constitution is a living document that must be interpreted

.16-Vin relation to the facts f the time it cis interpreted.

I

*.
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The concept'of."equality under the law" 0 the centraPpoi

/ . ' .-on which. the Brown and Ple.psy, opinions turn.

0

A comparison.
of the Court's imagp of equality in 1896 and 1954 reveals
'how judicial argumentation is historically grounded.

f

. IMAGES OF EQUALITY

In the case cif Plessr;r.Feuson,
the Supreme Court

rejected the claim of a ack train passenger, Homer
mPlessy, that segregation on trains deprived him of the equal

protection of the law. The Court wrote in its majority'
opinion:.

fr"
$

We consider the underlying fallacy 'of the

plaintiff's argument tOonsist in the assumption that
the enforced separation of the. two. races -stamps the

colored race with a badge of inferiority. If this be
A is riot by,reason of anything found in the act, but

soley becauft the colored race chooses to put that

construct on von it,,

.0

SO,

00*

Legislation is powerless to eradicate racial instincts
or to abolish distinctions based upon p cal differ-

ences.` . . If one trace be-Inferior to the other socially,
r

the ConsiitutIon,cannot put tjem upon the same plane.

The belief in the social inferiority of Negro was implicit
in the Court's diAniion. Even Justice Harlan, in his ldne
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dissent, shared the Court's perce 'ption of social reality,

as he wroie: "The.white race deems itself to be the dominant,

race in this country., And so it is; in prestige,in achieve-

meets, in education, in-Wealth,and, in power\ So,'I doubt not,

it will continue to be for alt' time, if it remains true to

its great heritage .tend holds fast to the principles'of'

constitutional liberty. "18 dourewas Merely reflecting'

i,ts Image of social reality. As Richard Kluger observes:

"Had the Plessy Court chosen 'candidly to declare the pre-

vailing view ofithe day among white Americans of every station,

it would have said that no badge was necessary to proclaim what

was self-evident. Keeping blacks separate, everyone understood,

would prevent contamination of white blood by the defective

.19genes of colored people . . This it a postulate thatti
the Court presumed was accepted by "well-informed and reason-,

able men" wtio constituted the "universal audience."

Equality itself was viewed in an/empirical or objective

sense, summarized ip.the phrase, "separate but equal." If'

botiD races are treat'bd " uallyt." this is all that is required.

Whites are exApded from black cars and blacks from white cars--

what'could be more "equal?" The inferioiity of ithe bla'ck

was a fact of life, beyond the purview of the constitutioo.

1F Fifty -eight years later, in 'the Brawn opinion, the
.

Supreme'Court refledteda broader' view of equality. .Intangile

factors, beyond .those of "objective" equality wEre considered...

The Brown Court concluded: ".To separate them LNegroesl

11 r
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from others of age and qualificationssolely because

their race generates a feelihg of inferiority as to their
;

status in the 7bmmunity that may affect their hearts and

ZOminds in a way unlikely ever to. 'be undone." The Court,

made a point of emphasizing the.accompl,ishments of Negroes f

in spite of these handicaps: "LAt.the time of th-e adoption of
,

the Fourteenth `Amendment) Education of_Negrods was almost non-

existent, and, practically.all of the race were illiterate. .In

fact, any'education of Negroes was forbidden by law in some

states. Today In contrast, many Negroes have achieved out-

:, standing success in 'the arts and sciences as well as in'the

business and professional world."4 Thiv-SuCeess was even

fr

more apparent in view of the presence of Thurgood Marshall, -

the chief lawyer for t he NAACP. The act of segregation was

viewed by the Brown Court as a denial 21 equal protection of
111.

the law because it created a perception of inferiority where

none existea.in reality. The empirical equality of Negroes

was not enoUgh. The opportunity for social equality must notj

be interfered with by arbitrary laws.

The Brown Court supported its findings by reference to
7

the finding'of a lower-court that "Segregation of white

and colored {children in, public schools has a detrimental

efSetlt upon the- colored children! The impact is greater

wh'en it has the sanction of law: for the policy of separating

the races .is usually interpreted as denAing the inferiority

/-' .22of the negro gro7up. In addition, reference was made to

1

lat
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psychological findings. The Court-asserted, "Whatever may

have been the extent of psychological knowledge at the 'time

of Plessy v. Ferguson, Ahl4s.finding is amply supported by

modern authority."23 This is followed by the TamouS footnote

11 to the Works of psychologibts and sociologists such as

Kenneth Clark and Gunnar Myrdal.

The contrast between' the Supreme Courts images of equality

in 1896 and 1954 is striking. While -the ylesey Coultt.is informed

by a narrow "empirical" view of equality,the-Biown Court operatqd

on an expanded view: The Plessy,CoUrt's image of its univerbal,

audience-takes the-social iferiority of blacks as a given,

while the. Brown Court made the opposite assumptir. As

Professor eahn stated, "'For at least twenty years . hardlx
HA

any cultivated person has questioned' that segregation is cruel

to Negro school ohildren. Thy cruelty is obvious and
.24vident. Clearly, just such cultivated persons were

part of the Court's image of the universal audience,

EFFECTS ON LEGAL ARGUMENT

The rhetorical significance of the differing views of

the universal audience is supported by an analysis of the

legal argumentation employed ip the two decisions. The

Court cannot merely announce a deoidion and expect

It has no troops orkpolice and must rely' on others to enforce

its edicts,. The universal audience requires a reasoned opinion,

V

I



Ac) the.novel decisions required by changes in human4 .

Condition and the realization of bolder aspirations nonetheless
draw Oeir sanction from a continuing community of principle. "25

This principle of continuity_yis found in the use of legislative

_history and legal edecent in justifying decisions. In.

., the broad.senser4these
repreSent argument from authorits; and

ana ogy, respectively.

aThe Plessi Court rested its opinion on its interpretation,
of the intent of the authors of the Fourteens Amendment, when

they decreed, "nor shall any State deny to any person within

its jurisdictionthe equal protection of the laws." The PlesSY

Colart wrote: "The object of the [Fourteenth] amendment was

undoubtedly to enforce the absolute equality of the two races

before the law, but in the nature of things it could'not have

been intended to abolish distinctions based upon color, 'or to\
enforce social, as distinguished froM political equality, or

a commingling of the two races upon terms unsatisfactory to

either. "26
There was no empirical evidence of this claim, but

given the Court's assumption that blacks were inherently

inferior, it was obvious to the. Justices that segregation was

not a denial of equality. The unstated premipe, "Negioes
.

are inferior," needed no_ more proof than the statement today

lohat. "whites and blacks are inherently equal."-

In the Blown case, the Southern lawyers placed.a great
ri

1
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of weight on argument from authority, e.g. legislative
history. They cited' the practice6 of the Congress which
had approved the amendment' and alai) 'maintained segregated
schools in the Capitol, as well as the segregationist prac-
tices of many ratifying states. 7

Although the'NAACP attempted
to nullify the legislative hisiory issue, the best they hoped
for was a standoff. 28

The Court UlAimately diStounted the
historical issue. First, it denied the clarity of the
historical record, as the NAACP. had hopedi

Reargument was largely dexoted to the circum-.
stances surrounding the adoption of the fourteenth

Amendment. . . . This discussion and our.own inves-
tigation convince ud that, although these sources cast
some light, it is not enough to resolve the problem
with which we are faced. At best they are inconclusive.

*The most avid proponent; of the. ost-;. r Amendments un-
doubtedly intended them to remove all tegq istinctions
among 'all persons born or naturalized in the United

4
,

Stated.' Their opponents, just as certainly, were an-
tagonistic to both the letter and the spirit of the
Amendments and wished them to have the most limited*
effect. What others in Congress and the state legis-
latures Kad in mind cannot be determined with any
degree of certainty.29

4

The Court then took aim at the historical differences between
educaion in 1868 and 1954:
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An additional reason forthe. inconclusive nature

of the Amendment's history, with respect to segregated

,

schools, tO, status ofioublic educAtion at that

time. In the South, the movement toward free common

schools, sufported by general taxation, had not yet
4

taken hold. . Education of Negroes was almost non-

existept, and practically all of the race were
4.

illiterate. . . It is true that.public school educa-

tion at the time of the Amendment had advanced further

in the North, but the effect of the Amendment on

Northern States was generally ignored in the Congress-

ional debates. Even in the North, the conditions.of

public education did not approiimate those existing

today. . As a consequence, it is not surprising'

that there should be so little in the history,of the

Fourteenth Amendment-relating to'its intended effect

on public education. 30

This passage is significant because the Court was arguing that

regardless of the intent of the framers of tche 'Amendment, the

changing conditions of education warranted a changed interpre-

tation: Despite acts of Congress and the States in segregating

schools which were pointe4 out by the defendants, these

schools did not occupy a central place in American society.

Thus, the Court stated:



t 1

We must

its fUll

American

11,

alder public education in the light of

evelopment and its presentplice in

12

ife t ughout the Nation. . . .

Today education is perhaps the most important

function of state and local governments. Compulsory

Ok school attendance laws and the great expenditures for

education both demonstrate our recognition of the

importance of education to our democratic society. 31

4

Thus, the Brown Court was free to reinterpret title meaning of

"equal protection of the law" in light of changing historical

circumstances. It did not confine itself to argument from-

the authority of the framers of the Fourteenth. Amendment..

Argument frdm analogy (legal precedeeii,Produced similar

results. In Plessy, various precedents, including a number

of State court decisiOns, are mentioned throughout the case.

There is an attempt to ad Pere to even the remotest precedent

For example, much is made of the case of Roberts v. City

of Bostonan 1850 Massachusetts Supreme Court decision,

which is quoted at length. Particulatsignificance.is

attached to th'e fact that Massachusetts was an abolition-

ist State and yet upheld segregation. The Plessy Court

wrote:

The most common, instance of this[segregation of races]

Is connected with the establishment of separate schools

for white and coloreddchildren, which have been held

15
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to be a valid exercise of the legislative power even

by courts of States where the political rights of the

colored race have been longest and most earnestly

enforced.

One of the'earliest'of these cases is, that of

Roberts v. City of Boston
. in which thoisubreme

A

judicial Court .of Massachus4tts held t4at the general
or floston

school committeeAhad power to make proviskon for tie

instruction of colored children in separate schools

established exclusively for them, and to prohibit

their attendance upon the other schools. 32

This is a decision from 1850; long before the Civil War and

4\

the adoption. of the Fourteenth Amendment. Justice Harlan's

dissent pointed out the inapplicability of itob'erts to Plessy:, which

was rendered prior to the adoption of the last amendments
--4010of the constitution,, when colored people had few rights which

the dominant race felilAliged to respect."33 By' relying on

pre=wiir precedents, the Pled*y Courtichose to discount the

impact of the new amendments on the Meaning of "equality."

Rather, it retained the' old, narrow definition, which focused

on a limited, empirical concept of equality. The acceptance1
of the inherent social inferiority of blacks makes the Gonsti-

tution powerless.to rectify it.

In the Brown case, the Court had the opportunity to

overturn the Plessy doctrine of "separate but equal," a

move it had avoided in several earlier cases. In the years

16
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prior -Co Browny the Court had eXpanded the black's right
,

to education in graduate and professional schools,'but

always avoided. aiairec.t repudiation of Plessy. Thus,

the Brown Court faced a set of ambiguous and conflicting

precedents. According to Blauptein and Kerguson:tuThe,inihe
fr.

men of 1954 strove to aot within the framework of prior pre.-

cedents:. 'While ,Plesty v. Ferguson gave Supreme Court acceptance C

to state enforced segregation in txansportation (and, inferen-

tially, educaton), the Sweatt and McLaurin decisions [dealing

:k...4.-

)6

with graduate ducation] denied the validity of racial class-

ification'as applied to state-supported collegew4nd univ-
,

ersitie411, s On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court had to decide

whether th criteria of equality developed in the Pless.v case4
or the i eria of equality developed in

4

the graduate school

cases should be applied . . . in the primary and secondary

school disputes. H34 Thus, two concepts of equality were

available to the Court, depending on which precedents it

invoked.. No matter which route it followed, the Court was
4r. 4bound to violate an earlier precedent.

.

Perhaps because of -*El ambiguous situation on precedents,

little attention is given to them in.Brown. Only two para-

graphs iliscuss precedents, and them are largely devoted to

explaining why they are inapplicable.' The Court dismisses

Plessi v. Ferguson as "involving not.education but transporta-

tion. "35 In Cumming V. Cpunty Board' of Education and gong Lum v.
Ride "the4validity of the doctrine [of separate but equal] itself

Ask
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,was not challenged."36 In the more recent graduate school

cases., the Court notedIthattnequality was found in that

specific benefits enjoyed bywhite students were denied to
Re'Negro students of the same educational qualifications. . .

/In none of these cases was it necessary-.to re-examine the

doctrine to grant relief to the Negro pl1intiff."37 The.
.

Brown case, howeverl.forced the Court to' directly face the

38issue of "the .effect of segregation itself, on public education.'.

Thus, the Brown Cou'rt -showed only a minimal concern with the

long legal history of racial:segregation. The extent of

the minimization ofiprecedents id best evidenced by the

treatment of Plessy. The assertion that it did not apply

because it' only dealt with transportation ignores the

Plessy Colgt's-reliance olv,Roberts, which dealt with education,

as iustiticatiOn for segreka'tion in transportation. This

.omission is notable because the prowtiCourt footnotes

Roberts as the origin of the "Aparatebut equal" doctrine.'

Thus, thelCourt ultimately relied very little on argument

from analogy (precedent) in framing.the Brown opinion.

The comparison 'of thelPlessy and B'Pown opinions in
their use of precedents is revealing because both decisions

shaped their in/trpretation'of legal precedent to fit their4

OPimage of social reality and the universal.audience. The

Plessy_ Court relied on precedents clearly outdated by mar

and constitutional amendment. The Brown Court dismissed

Plessy on questionable grounds rather than attacking the
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faults of the decisiop directly.. Both Courts ppear -most

concerned with-upholding a d'efiniti'on of equality acceptable

td the.universalaudience as constituted at that moment in.

history.' The concern_forthe present is made explicit

nth Brown decilion, wh&i the/Court declares that, r.wd cannot

turn the clock ?ack to 1868 when the Amendment was adopted;

or even to 1896 when Visy v. Ferguson waP'writpm."39

In short, as Justice -Reed Mid written in an earlier decision,

':1044in convinced of fdrmer errot, this Cellitirthas never felt

constraineeto follow precedent. 040

The Brown Court was criticized to.r relying do psychological

and sociologi.Cal evidence. In fact, both Plessy 'and Brown .

are based on the psychology and sociology of,theiJr era, although'

.the Plessy Court felt no need to document the inferiority of
"""*"--blacks. Actually, there is evidence that psychological and

4

sociological,.evidence played a far less 'significant role in
a.'

Brown than critics.contended. Chief Justice Warren, the

opinion's author, later stated, "It was only a note, 'after all. "41

Warren's chief clerk, Earl Pollock, explained; "The only

reason to.have included footnote #11 was as a rebuttal to the

cheap psyClihogy of Plessy, that said that inferiority was only

in the mind of the Negro. "42 Thus, it is the Court's image

of soclakjeality that informs its view of equality. While

the sources cited in footnote 11 may have bolstered their

argument for the harms of segregation, there is ample evidence

that the Court was aware of thg evil effects of segregation

even without the testimony of experts.

A



If the Court does not rely on sociological and

psybhologicalevidence, then how pee one explain the

origin of their image ok social reality and the universal

audien'e? The personal views .of the Justices are not

suffici4nt for judicial reasoning. As JustiCe Frankfur
I

stated.in Dennil v. Unittytates, "In finding that Co gress

has acted within its power, a. judge does not remotely imply

that he favors the implicatiOps that lie beneath the legal

4sues. II
41

. . A Useful concept in updervtanding how

17

the judicia mind is informed, therefore, is "judicial

notice." Justice Frankfurter employed this device in an

exchange with Thurgodd iWorghall during the oral argument in-,

the Brown case:

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Car; we not take judicial notice

of writing by people who competently deal with these

problems? Can I not take judicial notice of Myrdal's

book [An AmerioAWDilemma] without having him called as a'

witness?

I am merely going to the point that in these matters

. this Court takes judicial notice of accredited writings,

and it does not have tocall the writers as witnesses,-

but I did not know that we could not read the works

of competent writers. 44

This practice of "taking judicial not e" of writings or

20
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.common axioms of the universal audience is more widespread
4.'4" 4.

than may be readily apparent. It was important.in the Brown

cas and, although not explicitly admitted, the foundation

of much of the Plessy opinion. In abroad sense, the Court6

cannot escape the influentes of the social reality,0it

perceives, As Justices Frankfurter explained* "Since the

litigation that comes before the Supreme.Courtor\
largely entangled in public issues, the general outlook

and juristic philosophy of the justices inevitably will influ-

ence their views an in doubtful,cases will determine them.

One other constraint on judicial decision making mustt
be acknowledged. In framing an opinion, jhe author must

I

0045

also address his brethren on the bench. One of the great

accomplishments of Warren's decision in Brown is that 44,

was unanimous. Despite early indications of Ilnly a five

man majority, Warren worked to provile an inclusive decision

that all nine justices could endorse. 46 The reason for this

was plainly to increase the acceptance of the opinion by

the nation as a whole. To some extent this need for unanimity

helps to explain the final section of the Brown decision,

which delayed the implementation of desegregation and

requested aorehearing on that matter. Despite the compromise

inherent in gaining a unanimous opinion, howeverlp.Warren's

opinion "represented &thing short of a reconsecrfition of

American ideals. And he did it in an opinion which
a

was "shortenough and simple enough to appear on the front

21
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page of eve y:major newspaper in the country the dhy after

it wiis- han ed down."
48

CONCLUSIONS
,.

The basic finding of this essay is that the Supreme

Court in both the Brown and Plessy opinions relied heaVily on

its image of social reality in deriving axioms representative.

Of the universal audience at) given historical moment.

The concept of equality was the central term requiring

defidftion. AlthOugh the Court utilized legislative history

('authority) and precedents (analogy), these Were secondary to

the Court's own image of social reality. While the Plessy

Court assumed t e inferiority of blacks, the Brown ?Court

massumed the equ lity of races. Plessy reflected empirical

definition of equality... If both races were treated the same,

that was all the law could command. 'ocial inequality was

inherent in race and beyond the purview of tie Constitutibn.

Brown reflected a less tangible view of equality. Physical

equality of facilities was pot enough. Because of impact

of segregation on .the minds of children, separate facilities'

were inherently unequal. The remaking of the concept of equality

in correspondance with the tenents of the universal audience

of its day, was the hallmark of the Brown decision.

BecEiuse the conception of the universal audience.is his-

torically grounded, it is not realistic to evaluate one decision

22
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as better Aar' the other~ BOth appealed to the beliefs of

"well-informed and reasonable men" of their time. Since

the universal audiencOlis an abstraction, it is not possible

to compare these Conceptions with some objective
r

cludieneb.

"out there" in the 'world.' 'However, this does not preclude

an.evaluative judgment. Perelmln reCmmended thalOthe

wort of an argumentation is not measured solely.by its

efficacy but also by the quality of the audience at which

it is aimed. "49
Who is to judge these audiences? "It c n

be said," writes Perelal, "that audiences pass ju nos on

one nbther. n50
Thus, from our °Arent:, and hopefully more

enlightened ,perspective the Brown decision appeals o

universal audience of greater wisdom than that of P1 :sy.

The universal audience of today would no doubt rate gown

far more reasonable 'than Plessy. Yet, it'is probab not

appropriate to fault Plessr'too seve4ely lor not a ticipating

the universal audience of more than.a half century ater.

The Brown Court is to be commendec4 however, for n trfallihg

back or an outdated ptecedent rooted in a narrow c nception

of equality and a presumption of racial inferiori y.

Although only two cases have beerg examined, t is not

unreasonable to.conclude'that they represent a t icai approach

I

to judicial reasoning. On this model, rather t n"objectively"

considering all of the evidence, precedents, an legislative

history, the Court's min comes to its task air acly informed

tof the premises acceptab e to the universal aud ence of its.time.

I
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Legal argumepts are not based on "pure reon" but on an

,historically conditioned view of reason. While some might

.contend that this represents a deviation from bthe ideal, it is

more likely that it represents an inevitable fact of human

reasoning. Fortunately we are not forever bound to the '

precedents of the past, regardless of how they fit contwora7

social reality. Nor are we simply at thekwhim of the person

opinion of nine persons. Rather, by virtue of the nature
. /

of judical feasoning, we have achieved "simple justice."51

I
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